Minutes/Newsletter of Space Coast Woodturners – February 13, 2013
Submitted by Dotty Pugh - Secretary
* President Read Johnson called the meeting to order at 6:59PM and announced that we would only have a very brief
business meeting so that Alan Lacer, tonight’s demonstrator, would have more time. Read welcomed everyone and
recognized our visitors: Troy Guise (became a member tonight) other visitors were Lawrence Smith, Rusty Fry, Tom
Pharis (son of Julian Pharis), Troy Porter, Tom and Marina Miller.
*Treasurer’s Report – Harvey Driver said that we had $XXXX.XX in our account. Harvey mentioned that he was
missing a tarp that was used at the Florida Woodturning Symposium and if anyone knows where the tarp is, he would
appreciate it if you would let him know
*Vice President’s Report – Russ Bremmer – The VP Challenge for February are the letters A, B or C. February’s
hands-on would be Intro to Bowl Turning, with Terry Justice as the instructor. The hands-on for March will be Russ
Bremmer with the Bullet Pen. If you plan to attend, the cost of the Bullet Pen kit will be $5.00. You can contact Russ
at sharkdad06@hotmail.com so he will know how many kits to order.
Just a reminder – the meetings are held on the second Wednesday of the month from 7:00 – 9:00 PM and the handson sessions are held on the third Saturday of the month from 9:00 AM – Noon.
*Supply Master – Jim Donovan said that the previous club order was in and he had nearly enough orders for the
current order to be sent in.
*Name Tags – Chuck Billings has a couple name tags for new members. If you haven’t received your name tag yet,
please contact Chuck.
*Club Store – Tom Weber – No report
*Wynn Arnold announced that for the April hands-on, we would be having a TOOL SALE. Bring in any tools that you
want to sell – you price them and you get the money for them. We had a similar sale last year and it was a big success.
This is a good opportunity to clean out your tool drawers and sell all those unwanted or unused tools and buy
someone else’s unwanted or unused tools! I know you are all tool junkies, so don’t try to hide it.
*Wynn Arnold will now be in charge of Share the Wealth and will be contacting members to donate items for this.
You can volunteer, also, so you don’t have to wait to be contacted to donate an item.
*Larry Gonyea – Donated the Share the Wealth item this month. It was made out of Norfolk Island Pine, but I don’t
remember exactly what the item was. The winner of the drawing for it was Sean Williams

D
The Florida Woodturning Symposium was well attended and very enjoyable. If you didn’t get to attend, you missed
out on seeing some very good turners.
AAW National Symposium in Tampa, FL on June 28, 29, and 30, 2013
Chuck Billings mentioned that there were a couple of hotels that were giving a discount for the AAW group. You will
need to provide the group code AAW for the discounts – hotels he mentioned were the Marriot and Embassy Suites.
Check with these hotels soon as they fill up quickly. Registration for the symposium can be made at the AAW website
www.woodturner.org
One of our new members, Dawn Petrie, is the local coordinator for volunteers at the AAW Symposium in Tampa. If you
are interested in volunteering, please contact Dawn (see the roster for her contact info). She will need your name, the
club you belong to, your cell number and your email address.
Read Johnson mentioned that our Insurance had been processed and we again have insurance for the club.
REMINDER: Hands-on session
February 16, 2013 will be Intro to Bowl Turning by Terry Justice
March 16, 2013 will be Bullet Pens by Russ Bremmer
April 20, 2013 will be a Tool Sale
February VP Challenge – A, B, or C:
Russ Bremmer – Ambrosia Bowl with Candy inside
Dave Search – Bottle stoppers – Baseball & Baseball bat
Rick DeTorre – Longworth Chuck
Read Johnson – Camp Bowl – two bowls - with a small candle holder inside each, and an area to store small candles
Gary Christensen – Stacked Box
Ken Thurman – African Drum Box inlaid with Argentium (better than Sterling Silver) as demonstrated by Jimmy Clewes
at the Florida Symposium
Tom Weber – Capsule Box
Sean Williams – Captive ring goblet – Mesquite
Bob Cusumano – Acrylic Bolt pens
Joe Montagnino – Box
Ron Miller – Rosewood Bowl
The winner of the VP Challenge drawing was Joe Montagnino.
To see the pictures of these items and the Show & Tell items, go to our website, spacecoastwoodturners.com
Show & Tell:
Dawn Petrie – Burl, Windmill/Music Box
Read Johnson – Mortar & Pestle
Gary Christensen – Bowl, spaulted Hackberry
Ron Chambers – Large bowl, maybe 24” diameter, Magnolia – Ron calls it a B.A.B. (Big A_ _ Bowl)
George Guidiane – Salad Bowl
Don Tyler – Segmented Bowl, reclaimed wood – Black Walnut & Poplar
Larry Gonyea – Open-segmented vase (approx. 1,000 pieces) that he demonstrated at the January hands-on.
Russ Bremmer – Toothpick holder, Cherry & Cocobolo

Raffle Winners:
$10.00 Gift Certificates – Tom Pharis, Don Tyler and Stan Wiese
DVD Rental – Bill Lutian
One Pound of Coffee – Troy Porter
Bring Back Item – Nothing was brought back
Share the Wealth Item – Donated by Larry Gonyea, NIP item – winner was Sean Williams
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Demonstration by Alan Lacer – Don’t Fear the Skew
Alan started off the demonstration by making a very small spinning top (less than 1/4” tall and maybe an 1/8” diameter)
using a 1 3/8” skew chisel! He says that is how he warms up when he starts to turn. Miniature work improves your
dexterity. You don’t have to use small tools or a small lathe to produce small work. Alan has sold a lot of these tiny tops
for $10.00 or more. They are a crowd pleaser at fairs or demonstrations. When he finished the top, he made it spin on
a Corian “arena.” This was a round piece of Corian inside a wooden frame. Alan passed around a small glass vial that
had a lot of these tiny tops inside. Some of them were even smaller than the one he made at the beginning of the
demonstration!
Alan talked a little about the sizes, shapes and uses of the skew. Some skews are ground straight across the top and
others are curved. He grinds his skews with a small 90 degree portion on the long point side and then a curved portion
down to the short point side. On the short point side, he rounds off the side of the chisel with a Norzon Belt so that the
tool will roll over easier for turning beads, etc. He sharpens the straight section first and then the curved section. Then
he hones the edge with a diamond hone. When you hone a tool, don’t start at the sharp edge. This will only roll it over
and it won’t be sharp. Start with the hone at the heel and then place the edge on the hone, touching the heel and the
edge simultaneously. Do this on both sides equally.
I can’t explain the techniques for sharpening and the uses of the skew like Alan does, so I have included a copy of the
hand-out that Alan gave out at the meeting.
One of the points Alan stressed is to know the difference between a catch or dig-in and a run back or spiral. A catch is
scary! A run back is less scary, but still disturbing.
He jokes that a person will get only so many catches in their lifetime, so he practices getting catches on less expensive
wood; that way he is using up his number of catches on wood that is not important. Everyone laughed. But really, that
is true. If you know what causes a catch or a run back, you can practice doing the cuts incorrectly. If you have
“controlled catches” (use a safety center when learning this – it will stop the wood from turning when you do get a digin or catch), then you will be less afraid of them when they happen. Then you need to practice doing the cuts
CORRECTLY!
Ribbing effects in wood (think wash board or rutted road) are caused by dull tools and pushing too hard on the chisel,
causing the wood to flex. Sharpen the tool and let the tool do the work instead of pushing too hard.
A few safety points Alan mentioned were: Never raise the handle so far that the point is below the center as it can be
very dangerous. Don’t use the skew on bowls. Don’t raise the handle too much – this will cause a “hinge effect” and
the edge will be unsupported; possibly causing a run back or spiral.
The demonstration was interesting and I am sure that everyone present enjoyed it. If you ever get the chance to see
Alan Lacer, do so. You will learn a great deal and you may even learn to love the skew chisel.
Thank you Alan and please come to our club again.
See the Alan’s hand-out on the next two pages.

February Hands-on Intro to Bowls with Terry Justice

Terry Justice – Showing how to turn a bowl

Terry showing Sally Deabenderfer how to turn the bowl

Terry – later stage – shaping the bowl

Bob Cusumano working on the shape

Rick DeTorre – making the shavings fly

Dotty Pugh’s bowl – OOPS, too thin on the bottom
See the light shining through the bottom?
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